INTRODUCTION
Students are often excited about learning new words. This lesson plan focuses on the introduction of high-frequency words as well as a short list of word family words. The high-frequency words targeted in this lesson are: the, to, and, a. The “am” word family is also focused on, using the words: jam, yam, ram, bam, ham. The lesson guides you through how to introduce the words and provides you with three activities to reinforce reading and writing the words.

SKILLS:
- reading and writing high-frequency words
- reading and writing words from the “am” word family

MATERIALS:
- chart paper
- 5 different colored markers
- mini-whiteboards and markers or clipboards, paper, and pencils
- one copy of “Kindergarten Spelling Word Wall Cards”
- “Box-a-Word” worksheet for each student
- “Kindergarten Word Scramble” for each student
- “Kindergarten Word Search Puzzle” for each student

PREPARATION:
- The teacher will need lined chart paper to write on. Position the chart paper where all students can easily see it.
- Each student needs either a mini-whiteboard and marker or alternatively, a clipboard or other hard surface, paper, and pencil.
- Print the “Kindergarten Spelling Word Wall Cards” and cut out each word.
- Print “Box-a-Word,” “Kindergarten Word Scramble,” and “Kindergarten Word Search Puzzle.” You will need copies for each student. You may wish to put them in a booklet format.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON:
Write a message on the chart paper to read with your students, using the words: the, to, and, a, am. Example: I am going to a restaurant and to the movies. You may wish to
It’s not uncommon for young children who are just beginning to write to spell words phonetically, which means spelling them the way they sound. For example, they may spell “people” as “pepl.” This initial exploration into writing is not causing for alarm and on the contrary, should be encouraged! As children age and are exposed to more teaching and experiences with writing, they typically begin to improve their spelling. But what do you do if the spelling is just not coming along?
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change the words “restaurant” and “movies” to suit the needs in your classroom.

Read the sentence with your students. To support their reading, you may wish to add a small picture above the word “restaurant” and “movie.” Read the sentence together as a class.

Ask a volunteer to locate the word “the.” Circle the word. Have students write the word “the” on their whiteboards or paper. Add the word “the” to your word wall, using the word wall printable.

Have students repeat the process of locating words on the chart paper and writing them on their whiteboards for the remaining words: to, and, a, am. Circle each word on the chart paper using a different colored marker. Add the words to your word wall.

Talk further about the word “am” with your students. Ask them to think of words that rhyme with “am.” Make a list of their ideas on the chart paper. It may be helpful to write “am” in one color and the beginning sound in a different color. This will highlight for students how “am” is present in every word and that they are creating new words simply by adding one letter/sound to the beginning.

Independent Practice: Provide each student with a copy of the Box-a-Word worksheet or booklet of three worksheets (but focus on Box-a-Word today). Circulate around the room, supporting as necessary, as they complete the worksheet.

Use the word scramble then word search worksheets on subsequent days.

EXTENSIONS: ● Use the word wall cards to have the students chant, clap, and spell the words. ● Have students practise writing the words using other modalities such as salt trays, chalkboards, sand, or paint. ● Have students use the words in their journal writing. You may wish to give them a sentence starter using one of the words, such as “I am…” or “The cat is…” ● Choose books for guided reading that contain the words being learned. ● Write a daily message on chart paper using the targeted words, to read together with your students. ● Have students draw pictures to illustrate the “am” words.

Adapt this lesson plan and teach weekly spelling in grades K-2nd.

Get all weekly spelling worksheets
**KINDERGARTEN SPELLING WEEK 1**

The Word Wall is displayed in a location on a wall or display area where students can see and use the words. As a new word is placed on the wall, the students can chant, clap out, spell, and act out the word.

<p>| the | to | and | a |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>jam</th>
<th>yam</th>
<th>ram</th>
<th>bam</th>
<th>ham</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Box - A - word

WORD BANK
the and ham yam bam
to a jam ram

Directions: Fill each box with a word from above.

Name:
KINDERGARTEN WORD SCRAMBLE

Use word scramble worksheet as educational tools in your classroom. Unscrambling the letters is not only fun, but it also makes your students better spellers.

nad

mra

amh

eth

amj

ot

amy

amb

KINDERGARTEN SPELLING WEEK 1
Search for and circle the hidden words! Rules: forward words only to help kids learn to read left-to-right.

AND  JAM  THE  YAM
HAM  RAM  TO

Name:
Box - A - word

WORD BANK
the and ham yam bam

Directions: Fill each box with a word from above.

the a yam
to ham ram
and jam bam

Name:
Use word scramble worksheet as educational tools in your classroom. Unscrambling the letters is not only fun, but it also makes your students better spellers.

nad
and
amh
ham
amj
jam
amy
yam
mra
ram
eth
the
ot
to
amb
bam
KINDERGARTEN WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Search for and circle the hidden words! **Rules:** forward words only to help kids learn to read left-to-right.

AND JAM THE YAM
HAM RAM TO

Name:
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What Can Our Resources be Used for?
All resources on our website, including worksheets, lesson plans, unit plans, activities, workbooks, and articles, are for non-commercial, personal, classroom use only.

By using our material you agree that you will not copy or reproduce the files that you have downloaded.

Can I Print Resources for all the Students in my Classroom?
Yes, you can print as many copies of our resources as you need for all the students in your class. This includes worksheets, lesson plans, articles, unit plans, workbooks, and activities.

Can I Print Resources for Homework for all the Students in my Class?
Yes, you can print as many copies as you need for your student’s homework.

Can I Share Printed Material With Other Teachers?
No, you can not share printed resources with other teachers. You can provide a link to the resource you would like to share (not direct to the pdf file) with other teachers, and they can download and print as many copies as they need for their classrooms as well.

Can I Upload a PrimaryLearning.org Resource to my Site?
No, you can not upload our resources, including worksheets, lesson plans, activities, unit plans, workbooks or articles, to your site.

You can provide a link to the resource you would like to share (not direct to the pdf file) with other teachers, and they can download and print as many copies as they need for their classrooms as well.

Can I Modify PrimaryLearning.org Resources?
No, you can not modify any part of the material you download from our website, including images, text, and trademarks.

ONLINE PURCHASE

How Can I Pay for the Resources?
Payments can be made by credit card or PayPal. All prices are in US dollars and you are responsible for all costs of currency conversion relating to your transactions. Your financial institution does the currency conversion and may charge you additional fees (we don’t control either the conversion rates or your financial institution’s fees).

I Notice Additional Fees in my Invoice. Transactions may also be subject to the tax that may be added to the price (like sales tax, VAT, or GST).

Why is an International Purchase Different?
With respect to sales made to European Union consumers, the additional charge will apply to the price in accordance with the applicable European Commission VAT regulations. VAT will be paid to the relevant tax authorities in accordance with the appropriate laws and regulations of that territory.

Can I Get a Refund?
Due to the digital nature of the service and resources, all sales are final, and no refunds are available. Please see our Terms of Service for more details.

PDF Document Viewing Help

What do I Need to View PDF Files?
All materials on our site have a downloadable version in PDF format. To view them, you will need Adobe Reader. Most computers already have this installed. However, if you do not have it installed on your computer, you can download it free.

I can not print the worksheet, What Can I Do?
Here are couple tips that will help you to solve this problem:

Make sure that all relevant software is up-to-date. Check your internet browser, PDF Viewer and printer drivers. There may be an issue with your printer and your PDF viewer.

EDITORIAL FEEDBACK

Mistake?
We attempt to make all resources on PrimaryLearning.org as accurate and up to date as possible. But of course like everyone we sometimes make mistakes! If you have noticed a mistake, please contact us and provide the link to the resource. We will make the correction as soon as possible.

Thank you for bringing this to our attention.

TERMS OF USE

This license shall automatically terminate if you violate any restrictions and may be terminated by PrimaryLearning.org at any time.

Upon terminating your viewing of these materials or upon the termination of this license, you must destroy any downloaded materials in your possession whether in electronic or printed format.

PrimaryLearning.org may make changes to the resources at any time without notice. PrimaryLearning.org does not, however, make any commitment to update the materials.

Still have questions or need help? Please contact us any time at support@primarylearning.org.
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